, providing insights into our understanding of the dynamic organization of the functional 39 network topologies to support various cognitive functions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here, we aim to explore a critical but 40 underappreciated issue of the hierarchical ordering in the spatial organization of networked brain 41 dynamics and the underlying molecular mechanism.
42
The cortical hierarchy spanning from primary sensorimotor to transmodal areas is a fundamental 43 organizing principle of the human brain 11, 12 . Such a general principle has been observed both in the 44 microstructural characteristics, such as intracortical myelin content 13, 14 and the development sequence neuroimaging in vivo provides unprecedented opportunities to bridge the gap between the underlying 55 molecular mechanisms and brain networks [17] [18] [19] . For instance, two previous studies observed that the 56 modular and hub architectures of the static functional networks during rest are associated with gene 57 expression involving ion channel activity 18 and oxidative metabolism/mitochondria 20 , respectively.
58
During task states, the convergence of dynamic streams of functional networks is linked with the 59 expression of synaptic long-term potentiation genes 21 . Notably, these previous studies did not provide 60 evidence for the transcriptional signatures underlying the functional network dynamics that reflect the 61 temporal organization of the spontaneous fluctuations of neural activity in the resting human brain 1, 22 .
62
Clarifying this issue will not only provide insight into the functional and biological correlates of the 
Results

82
Spatial pattern of the human chronnectome reflects cortical hierarchy. Based on the rfMRI data 83 from the HCP dataset, we constructed individual dynamic brain networks with a multimodal 360-region 84 parcellation 24 using a sliding window-based approach 4-6, 8, 9 and a framewise-based conditional 
88
For a given brain node, the tGV measures the overall time-varying fluctuations of the connections linked 89 to the node, while the tMV measures its modular switching across time (see Methods and SI for details).
90
As a toy example, both tGV and tMV were jointly used to classify network nodes into four distinct 91 categories ( Fig. 1 ): shaker hubs with large global variations but limited module switching (↑tGV and 92 ↓tMV, yellow), bi-active hubs with high dynamics at both the global and modular levels (↑tGV and 93 ↑tMV, red), switcher hubs with frequent transitions between modules but lower global variations (↓tGV 94 and ↑tMV, green), and stabilizer non-hubs with relatively stable temporal variations (↓tGV and ↓tMV, 95 blue).
96
For each individual, we mapped their dynamic network activities in terms of the tGV and tMV maps.
97
Both maps exhibited a high spatial similarity between sessions (tGV: r = 0.99, tMV: r = 0.97, all p < 98 0.0001) (Fig. S1A) . The group-based, session-averaged tGV and tMV maps are illustrated in Fig. 2A 99 and showed high similarity between the two hemispheres (tGV: r = 0.95, tMV: r = 0.97, all p < 0.0001)
100
(see SI, Fig. S2 , Fig. S3 and Fig. S4 for more details). We identified the three types of dynamic brain 101 hubs (above brain mean in tGV, tMV or both) and non-hubs as follows (Fig. 2B) : the shaker hubs were 102 7 primarily in the sensorimotor cortex, involving the primary visual, motor, somatosensory and auditory 103 cortices; the bi-active hubs were primarily in the lateral and medial frontal and parietal cortices; the 104 switcher hubs were mainly in the anterior and middle cingulate cortices, medial temporal lobe, and 105 anterior insula; and the stabilizer non-hubs were mainly in the sensorimotor association cortices,
106
supplementary motor cortices, and posterior insula.
107
To further explore whether the spatial configuration of brain network dynamics reflects the 108 hierarchical organization, we assigned each node region to one of four types in the cortical synaptic Table S3 ) and found that the spatial layouts of the four categories of dynamic 111 network nodes were generally similar to the cortical hierarchy distributions (Fig. 2C and Fig. S1C ).
112
Furthermore, we calculated the overlap proportions of the four categories of nodes within each hierarchy 113 and performed permutation tests to determine whether the proportions were larger than those by chance.
114
We found that brain regions within each hierarchy were significantly dominated by a particular category 115 of dynamic nodes (all p < 0.0001, 10,000 permutations): the primary area was mostly occupied by the 116 shaker hubs, the unimodal association area was largely occupied by the stabilizer non-hubs, the 117 heteromodal association area was primarily occupied by the bi-active hubs, and the paralimbic/limbic 118 area was mainly dominated by the switcher hubs (Fig. 2D) . Moreover, we compared the myelin content 119 among the four types of dynamic nodes by employing a publicly available myelin map derived from the 120 ratio of T1-and T2-weighted MRI 14, 24 , which has been considered a reliable noninvasive neuroimaging 121 measure indexing cortical hierarchy 13 . We found that the transmodal hubs (i.e., bi-active and switcher 122 hubs) exhibited significantly lighter myelination than the shaker hubs and stabilizers (all p < 0.0001, 123 8 10,000 permutations) (Fig. 2E ). These findings suggest that the spatial configuration of the intrinsic 124 chronnectome reflects a core synaptic hierarchy and is coupled with the cortical myeloarchitecture. We observed that two significant components from partial least squares regression explained a total (Fig. 3B, Fig. S6 and Fig. S7 , Table S5 ). These findings were reproducible in the 144 9 internal replication analysis (Methods and Table S6 ).
145
Significant differences in gene expression were observed among the four types of brain nodes
146
(10,000 permutations, Fig. 3C ). Specifically, for genes related to the potassium ion channel, higher 147 expression was observed in the bi-active and shaker hubs than in the switcher hubs and stabilizers (all p 148 < 0.018) and in the stabilizers than in the switcher hubs (p < 0.0001). For genes associated with 149 mitochondria, higher expression was observed in the bi-active hubs than in the shaker hubs and 150 stabilizers (both p < 0.004) and in the switcher hubs and shaker hubs than in the stabilizers (both p < Table S1 ). The CCA can identify the modes that 160 relate two data sets by identifying the optimal linear combination in each with the maximal correlation.
161
With the expression of top-ranked genes (10%) from two significant components of partial least squares 162 regression as features, we performed support vector regression analysis to build models to predict the (Table S7 ).
176
We found that the expression patterns of chronnectome-related genes significantly predicted the 177 weight of network dynamics in the brain CCA mode. Based on a feature-selection threshold of p-value < 178 0.01, the correlation between the observed CCA weight and the predicted CCA weight was r = 0.21 (p < 179 0.0001, 10,000 permutations) (Fig. 4D ). Based on another feature-selection threshold of p-value < 0.001, 180 the prediction remained significant (r = 0.17, p < 0.0001) (Fig. S8 ). These findings suggest that these . We found that the spatial time-varying patterns were highly similar to our main 187 results (tGV and tMV, both r > 0.99, p < 0.0001, permutation tests; node classification, NMI = 0.93)
188
( Fig. S9A) . The spatial patterns of network node dynamics corresponded well to the cortical hierarchy: 189 the primary area was mainly occupied by shaker hubs, the unimodal association area was largely 190 occupied by stabilizers, the heteromodal association area was mainly occupied by bi-active hubs, and the 191 paralimbic/limbic area was mainly dominated by switcher hubs (Fig. S9B, left) . The transmodal hubs 192 (i.e., the bi-active and switcher hubs) were significantly less myelinated than the shaker hubs and (Table S8 ). There were significant 197 differences in the expression of top-ranked genes among the four types of dynamic network nodes, with 198 the bi-active hubs exhibiting the highest expression (Fig. S9C) . Moreover, we found that the expression hubs, and the paralimbic/limbic area mainly dominated by the switcher hubs (Fig. S10B, left) .
210
Consistent with the main results, the transmodal hubs (i.e., the bi-active and switcher hubs) exhibited 211 significantly lighter myelination than the shaker hubs and stabilizers (all p < 0.0002, Fig. S10B, right) .
212
Furthermore, the partial least squares regression analysis revealed three significant components 213 explaining 38% of the variation in the dynamic measurements (p < 0.0001), and these components were 214 partly associated with genes related to the ion channel or mitochondrial cellular component (Table S9) .
215
Significant differences in gene expression were observed among the four types of brain nodes, with the 216 bi-active hubs having the highest expression (Fig. S10C) . Finally, the expression patterns of Expression of ion channel and mitochondria-related genes underlies the intrinsic chronnectome. 283 We found that the gene expression profiles that can explain the spatial heterogeneity in the dynamic 284 characteristics of the chronnectome are mainly related to ion channels and mitochondria. Ion channels , and structural networks [40] [41] [42] . Therefore, we speculate that the gene 296 expression related to ion channels might be a transmodality and trans-state molecular basis for human 297 brain networks.
298
The mitochondrion is the "powerhouse" organelle of the neuron and synthesizes adenosine 
Gene expression supports the regional involvement of the intrinsic chronnectome in behaviors.
316
The architectures of the chronnectome during rest have been found to be associated with several specific 317 aspects of cognitive performance, such as perception and executive function 10, 50 . Here, we demonstrated employing a widely used sliding window approach for each participant [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] . Notably, the time window 395 had a width of 100 s (i.e., 139 TRs) and a slide on time with a step of 0.72 s (i.e., 1 TR), allowing 396 sufficient time points to estimate dynamic functional connectivity at the low-frequency band of interest 397 (0.01-0.1 Hz) and simultaneously capturing temporal variations during a short period 6, 10, 63, 64 . Within 398 each window, we estimated the functional connectivity matrix by calculating the Pearson's correlation 399 between any pair of network nodes based on the segments of the time series in the window. Therefore,
400
for each participant, we obtained the dynamic networks for each of the four runs. Each of the dynamic 401 networks had a total of 1,062 connectivity matrices (i.e., windows), and each matrix had 64,620 402 functional connections (i.e., 360 × 359/2). To validate the potential effect of the dynamic functional 403 network construction approach on our main result, we also employed the framewise dynamic conditional (Table S4 ). Subsequently, we used the (Fig. S1A and Fig. S1B ). To further illustrate the basic dynamic information of different 435 dynamic hubs, we calculated the power spectrum of overall connection dynamics and modular switching 436 frequency for each node and compared these characteristics across the four node-categories. Moreover,
437
we performed two asymmetry analyses to delineate the inter-hemispheric similarity of the tGV and tMV 438 maps (see SI).
439
We then explored the consistency between the spatial layout of network dynamics and cortical 440 hierarchy 11 by calculating the percentiles of each category of the network nodes within each type of 441 hierarchy area. Permutation tests were utilized to determine whether the percentiles were larger than 442 those by chance. Moreover, we utilized a publicly available myelin map derived from T1-and 443 T2-weighted MRI 14, 24 to study the myeloarchitectural feature of the dynamic network patterns. The 444 myelin contents were allocated for each node and were compared between each category pair using 445 permutation tests. from the other donors to balance the sample size, resulting in six possible subgroup pairs (see Table S6 ).
466
For each subgroup pair of AIBS datasets, we repeated the partial least squares regression with two 
474
The expression levels of top-ranked genes (top 10%) in two significant components from partial least Cole MW, Reynolds JR, Power JD, Repovs G, Anticevic A, Braver TS. Multi-task connectivity reveals 599 flexible hubs for adaptive task control. Nat Neurosci 16, 1348 Neurosci 16, -1355 Neurosci 16, (2013 . 600 601
